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Abstract 

Because stiff tissue deforms less than soft tissue under the same external compression, 

elastography can provide relative stiffness information of biological tissue. However, 

elastography suffers from artifact noise which may come from two dominant sources: de-

correlation error and amplitude modulation error. In order to reduce artifacts and improve 

the quality of ultrasonic elastography, this paper proposes a centralized displacement 

operation based on an adaptive anisotropic diffusion filtering. We have applied the median 

and the mean of displacement axial gradient to differentiate edges from artifacts and 

categorize the whole displacement image into two different patterns; followed by the 

adjustable anisotropic diffusion filtering. The proposed algorithm can reduce artifact noise 

and, at the same time, maintain the tissue structure. Phantom testing shows that the proposed 

method can improve the quality of ultrasonic elastography in terms of tissue SNRe and CNRe 

values. 
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1. Introduction 

Elastography or strain imaging, the imaging modality of elastic properties of biological 

tissue using ultrasound, was first presented by Ophir et al. in 1991[1]. Because stiff tissue 

deforms less than soft tissue under the same external compression, elastography can provide 

relative stiffness information of biological tissue. This imaging modality has been shown to 

be useful in different clinical applications [2-5].  

However, elastography suffers from artifact noise which may come from two dominant 

sources: de-correlation error and amplitude modulation (AM) error. De-correlation error is 

caused by compression, deformation, slide-slippage, and other movement sources, which 

makes the motion tracking not follow the conventional time delay estimation model. AM 

error is caused by the random fluctuation of signal amplitude, which makes the location of the 

displacement estimate not at the center of the analysis window. Some research groups have 

tried to improve elastogram performance by using various approaches, such as temporal 

stretching [6-8], adaptive stretching [9], wavelet de-noising [10], amplitude modulation 

correction [11] and compounding approach [12-17].  

A filtering technique, to be called a centralized displacement operation based on an 

adaptive anisotropic diffusion filtering, is presented to reduce artifact noise in this study. The 

median and mean of displacement gradient differentiates edge from homogenous region and 

categorize the whole image into two different feature patterns; followed by the adjustable 

anisotropic diffusion filtering.  
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The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the theoretical basis and 

our method. Methods are demonstrated in Section 3 using phantom data and are evaluated 

using quantitative quality metrics. Conclusions and potential future directions are presented in 

Section 4. 

 

2. Method 
 

2.1. Centralized Displacement 

A strain image can be produced by displaying spatial derivatives from the displacement 

(time shift) estimates. But in fact, the estimate of the time shift between two signals obtained 

before and after target compression is affected by the signal amplitude. If the strain estimates 

are obtained directly from the time shift measurement, this effect results in an undesired 

random modulation of the strain estimates by the random signal envelope amplitude. Hence, a 

displacement estimate does not often closely track displacement at the window center. The 

actual location is skewed towards higher amplitude portions of the windowed signal [6]. The 

distribution of signal envelope amplitudes follows some statistical distribution (e.g., Rayleigh 

if there is a large number of small randomly distributed scatterers [18]), and the added 

variability due to the strain modulation effect is related to that envelope amplitude 

distribution. In general, the signal envelope amplitude is independent of the elasticity of the 

medium; the elastographic noise introduced by the undesirable leakage of signal envelope 

amplitude information into the strain estimations is considered an artifact [8]. This is why 

location estimation error is one of sources of noise [11, 19]. 

For the sake of clarity, we analyze the simplest estimate of 1-D strain, e, where 1-D 

displacement estimates are differenced and divided by the spacing between them: 
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where d1 and d2 are displacement estimates from windows 1 and 2 respectively, and l1 and l2 

record the estimation locations, which are not in general the same as the centers of the 

windows. It is sometimes assumed that (1) contains only two random variables, d1 and d2. 

Lindop [11] examines the other variables, l2 and l1. There are two sources of estimation noise 

in strain imaging, de-correlation error and the location estimation error. AM is often the 

primary source of artifact noise in ultrasonic strain images where it is not corrected or 

suppressed [11].  

If the strain image is calculated from the actual displacement and its actual location, most of 

location estimation errors can be reduced. However, the location estimation error will be 

introduced when the strain image is calculated from the actual displacement and its ideal 

location which is the center of window. In order to reduce the location estimation error in 

strain imaging, the actual displacement will need a centralized displacement operation. The 

latter will make the former to be close to an ideal displacement at the center of window.  

Various types of filter can be applied to centralize displacement operation. In this study, we 

choose an anisotropic diffusion filter which is smoothing image at the same time preserving 

edges. 

 

2.2 Centralized Displacement Operation 

On continuous domain, an anisotropic diffusion method is as follows [20, 21], 
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where▽ is the gradient operator, div is the divergence operator, || denotes the magnitude, c(.) 

is the diffusivity function, and I0 is the initial image. According to a need, a suitable diffusivity 

function will be required to be chosen. In displacement image, the diffusivity function is as 

follows. 
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The discretization formation is as follows. 
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where Is
t
 denotes the gray value of a pixel which position is s in a 2-D image. When ▽I is 

large, that is the more noise region to be smoothed. When ▽I is small, that is the less noise 

region to reduce the smoothness to keep details. λ is the TSS which value is from 0 to 0.25. 

Because (4) is an explicit discretization scheme, in order to keep the stability of above 

equation, the value of TSS must be very small.  

There are two features for displacement image. Firstly, the values of displacement image are 

order from up to down; secondly, the gradient of soft tissue region is larger than that of hard 

cyst region. According to the formation (3), the value of k can be as threshold to adjust 

smoothing in anisotropic diffusion filtering. In a traditional anisotropic diffusion filter, the 

value of k is a fixed value for all filtering steps, but it is relatively difficult to select the value 

of k for a displacement image. Therefore, the fixed value of k is not appropriate for every 

filtering step. The median and the mean of axial gradients in displacement image are two 

values between the larger gradient and the smaller gradient. The median and the mean of 

displacement gradient can roughly differentiate edge region from homogenous region. In this 

paper, the value of k in every filtering step is adapted by the following formation. 
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where m denotes a constant from 1.0 to 2.0. The classified result is used in an adaptive 

anisotropic diffusion filter so that adaptive smoothing for artifact reduction is achieved. In 

addition, the user can adjust the number of iteration to fine-tune smoothing in different 

applications. 

 

2.3. The Algorithm 

The algorithm of centralized displacement operation is as follows: 

1) Input displacement image of a size of M × N, I; 

2) Initialize parameters, for example, λ (such as 1/7), m (such as 1.2) and the number 

of iterations (such as 30); 

3) Calculate the axial gradient matrix of displacement image,▽I; 

app:ds:homogenization
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4) According to the formula (5), calculate the threshold, k; 

5) According to the formulas (3) and (4), calculate Iij
t+1

, i∈M, j∈N, where t is the 

number of iterations; 

6) Meet the maximum number of iterations then stop; otherwise, continue;            

7) Output the centralized displacement image, I
t+1

. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1. Criteria for Quantifying Algorithm Performance 

Two main image quality metrics in ultrasonic elastography, SNRe [16, 17] and CNRe [16], 

are applied to both simulation and phantom images. The elastographic signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNRe) quantifies the level of noise as the ratio of mean to standard deviation of strain 

values. And the elastographic contrast-to-noise ratio (CNRe) quantifies the level of contrast 

between a region of interest and the background. They are calculated as: 
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where μt is the mean of a region of interest, and μb and σ b are the mean and variance of 

similar sized regions in the image background. upSNRe and upCNRe, which are the growth 

rates of two image quality metrics, are defined as follows. 
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3.2. Phantom Image 

We have verified our proposed algorithms using a phantom ultrasonic elastography 

obtained from Saset Healthcare iMago C21, a commercial digital ultrasound scanner. In 

phantom experiment, a 5.0MHz center frequency linear array probe is used for data acquisition 

and freehand probe compression is applied. Sampling frequency is 40MHz.Decimated IQ data 

of 512 samples per line is used to calculate the elastogram. We form 188 beam lines for this 

scan. The Model 049 Elasticity QA phantom, CRIS Virginia, USA, is used in our experiment 

to test the algorithm. The strain images are obtained from Phase Zero method [22]. The axial 

strain is calculated by using the 1-D low-pass digital differentiator [23]: 
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The results are shown by Figure 1, which is a phantom ultrasonic elastography. Figure 1a is 

an original displacement image from phantom. Figure 1b is produced by displaying spatial 

derivatives from Figure 1a. Figure 1c is produced by anisotropic diffusion filtering from 

Figure 1b. Figure 1d is produced by anisotropic diffusion filtering from Figure 1a. Figure 1e is 

produced by displaying spatial derivatives from Figure 1d. Table 1 shows SNRe and CNRe 

values derived from a white square (70×70 pixels) and a black square (70×70 pixels) 

respectively. Figure 1b, c and e display examples of these regions using white and black 

squares to indicate the background and region of interest respectively.  

 

3.3. Discussion 

The strain image of centralized displacement (Figure 1e) are shown better contrast than the 

filtered strain image (Figure 1c) when remaining useful clinical information. Quantitatively, 

from Table 1, both CNR and SNR from the strain image of centralized displacement (Figure 

1e) are higher than that from the filtered strain image. On the other hand, the centralized 

displacement operation in ultrasonic elastography (0.771424 seconds) is faster to make for 

real time than the filtering strain image (18.398092 seconds), because the size of 

displacement image (161×188 pixels) is smaller than the size of strain image (512×460 

pixels), and the number of iteration in the centralized displacement operation (30 steps) is 

fewer the number of iteration in the filtering strain image (100 steps). From the artifact reduced 

strain images, the method of this paper is efficient to reduce the artifact noise and, at the same 

time, maintain the tissue structure. 

Table 1. SNRe and CNRe of a Ultrasonic Elastography 

strain image smoothed strain (Fig. 1c) smoothed displacement(Fig. 

1e) 

k 5.0 adaptive 

t 100 30 
time(s) 18.398092 0.771424 

SNReoriginal 7.912174 7.912174 

SNReresult 11.733238 12.172589 

upSNRe(%) 48.293472 53.846329 

CNReoriginal 17.748552 17.748552 

CNReresult 46.634167 51.355387 

upCNRe(%) 162.749141 189.349735 
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(a) 

   
(b)                                                    (c) 
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(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 1. The Elastogram Obtained from Model 049 Elasticity QA Phantom. 
Window Length is 10 samples with a 75% Overlap. M is 7 in Low-Pass Digital 

Differentiator. (a) Original Displacement Image. (b) Original Strain Image. (c) The 
Filtered Strain Image by Anisotropic Diffusion Filter. (d) The Filtered 

Displacement image by Anisotropic Diffusion Filter. (e)  
The Strain Image from (d) 

4. Conclusion 

Ultrasonic elastography is an imaging technique providing relative stiffness information of 

biological tissues. In general, elastography will suffer from artifacts noise, which degrades 

lesion detectability and increases the likelihood of misdiagnosis. The way to suppress artifacts 

effectively and preserve the structure is vital for diagnosis and also for image post-processing. 

In order to reduce artifacts and improve the quality of ultrasonic elastography, this paper 
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proposes a centralized displacement operation base on an adaptive anisotropic diffusion 

filtering. We have applied the median and the mean of displacement axial gradient to 

differentiate edges from artifacts and categorize the whole displacement image into two 

different patterns; followed by the adjustable anisotropic diffusion filtering. Testing in 

phantom imaging demonstrates that our method can reduce artifacts noise and preserve the 

structure at the same time. Currently, we are looking for the way to speed up the processing 

both in DSP and GPU platforms. Some in vivo elastographys will be tested for fine-tune 

algorithms and parameters optimization. Further investigation into breast and liver 

elastographys is necessary. 
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